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Abstract

The objective of this thesis is to solve XYZ bank’s problem in its clearing process, which currently takes a lot of time and effort to finish. To solve this problem, a new system will be designed to automate manual works in the clearing process which will increase efficiency and effectiveness in the clearing process.

The approach that I’m using to analyze and design the proposed system is a combination from both Traditional System Analysis and Design approach and the Object Oriented Analysis and Design approach. Therefore, to describe his analysis and design of the system the author will use DFD, ERD, and UML diagrams. In addition, to elicit the information the author require, the author will use the interview and observation techniques.

By implementing the proposed system, the efficiency of the clearing process in XYZ bank is greatly increased. Many of the manual works which was taking so much time and effort in the past is now greatly reduced, if not eliminated, and automated by the system. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the processes also increased since the process is now having much less errors than before.

In conclusion, the implementation of the proposed system will solve all of the XYZ bank’s problems which are described earlier; which at the same time increasing efficiency and effectiveness in the clearing process as a whole in XYZ bank.
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